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QUESTION 1

What are used to determine the users to whom the Energy and Engineering Solutions transmittals are sent? 

A. Distribution matrices 

B. Email distribution lists 

C. Documentum groups 

D. Documentum roles 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 2

Which statement is true regarding communication in D2? 

A. Monitored web traffic has a data payload that is either XML or JSON. 

B. Communication between the browser and client is through Google Web Toolkit (GWT) RPC calls. 

C. Communication between the browser and client is through binary RPC calls. 

D. Java applets are the primary communication mechanism between D2 and the server. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 3

What are valid values for the Client Capability setting of a user? 

A. Contributor, Superuser 

B. Coordinator, Reviewer 

C. Reviewer, System Administrator 

D. Consumer, Coordinator 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 4

Which statement is true regarding permission set templates and a normal permission set? 

A. A permission set template cannot be deleted while a normal permission set can. 

B. A normal permission set can be created by any user, however a permission set template can only be created by



members of the form_user role. 

C. A normal permission set cannot contain any aliases while a permission set template can contain aliases. 

D. A permission set template can be created with Documentum Administrator. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 5

What must the client application do to enable a user to view a different rendition format than the original associated with
the document object? 

A. Request the format from the same document object. 

B. Request the format from a different object related to the original. 

C. Generate the rendition being requested by the user. 

D. Request the format from the previous version of the document object. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 6

A folder named "inner" resides in the cabinet named "outer." 

How should a user complete the following query to list all objects directly inside the "inner" folder? selectobject_name
from dm_sysobject _____ 

A. where cabinet(\\'/outer/inner\\') 

B. where folder(\\'/outer/inner\\') 

C. where folder_path = \\'/outer/inner\\' 

D. where cabinet(\\'/outer\\') and folder(/inner) 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 7

Which statement is true about DQL? 

A. DQL can be used to access registered tables. 

B. DQL queries can only be executed by the Installation Owner. 

C. A DQL query can be used to retrieve the content of a document. 

D. DQL contains extensions to override the ACLs created on documents and other objects. 



Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 8

How is a skill set for the queue and its processors defined on a queue containing workflow tasks? 

A. As a Processor Profile 

B. As a Work Queue Policy 

C. As a Work Assignment Matching Filter 

D. As a Queue Categories 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 9

What is the parent product for EMC\\'s rendition and transformation capabilities? 

A. Content Transformation Services 

B. Document Transformation Services 

C. Media Services 

D. Medical Image Transformation Services 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 10

Which statement is true regarding D2\\'s integration with Content Server? 

A. D2 can stand alone and/or use xCP. 

B. D2 must use xCP. 

C. D2 uses traditional WDK. 

D. D2 is standalone only (no xCP support). 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 11

Which tool provides Energy and Engineering Solutions with the ability to rapidly load and index document batches? 

A. Bulk loading 



B. Import library 

C. Incoming transmittal 

D. Syncplicity 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 12

A user with NONE privilege created a public Saved Search in Webtop. Which statement is true? 

A. The Saved Search is available only to the user who created it. 

B. For other users to run the Saved Search, permission on the Saved Search (dm_smart_list) object must be modified. 

C. The Saved Search is available to all users without any other configuration needed. 

D. For other users to run the Saved Search, the Saved Search (dm_smart_list) object must be moved to the
sysadmin/saved search folder. 

Correct Answer: C 
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